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Abstract 

This note is a continuation of our paper [4]. We prove that density-difference sets do not have the 
superset property, but that both the union and the intersection of any two density-difference sets is a density
difference set. Finally we show that by repeating the operation of forming the ordinary-difference set we 
obtain an arithmetical progression after a finite number of steps. 

1. Introduction 

Let No denote the non-negative integers and let A be any subset of No. We denote 
the number of elements of A by IAI and the number of elements of A which are less than 
x by lAt •. As usual we define the upper density of A by c1(A) = lim sup IAlx/x and the 

"'-00 
lower density of A by 4(A) = lim inf IAlx/x. If c1(A) = 4(A), then we define this limit value 

.to be the density d(A) of A. 
x-oo 

Letd e Z. By A -dwedenotethe set of integers b eNo with b+d e A. For the sake of 
brevity we write A[d] instead of An(A -d). We define the ordinary-difference set ~(A) 
of A by 

~(A) = {d e NoIA[d] =1= ~} , 

the infinite-difference set ~ ",(A) of A by 

~oc(A)= {d eNoIIA[d]I= oo} 

and the density-difference set ~o(A) of A by 

~o(A)= {d eNolc1(A[d]»O}. 

In the last few years difference sets have been investigated by several people. See [5], 
or for recent results not mentioned in this survey paper [1], [2], [3]. Most authors have 
considered only ordinary-difference sets. Their results, however, can often be extended 
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to the other types of difference sets. Our first theorem, which is an extension of Theorem 
5 of [4], is sometimes useful in this connection. 

TIIeorem 1. Given a set A S;;; No there exists a set B S;;; No with 4(B) ~ ~(A) such that 
!'J( B) S;;; !'J o( A). 

In [4] we proved that the collection of infinite-difference sets associated with sets of 
positive upper density is a filter of the set of all subsets of No. In particuhr this implies 
that if A has positive upper density and !'J oo(A) S;;; K S;;; No, then there exi$ts a set B with 
positive upper density such that!'J oo(B) = K. The analogous property dQes not hold for 
the other two types of difference sets. Let E be the set of non-negative e\ en integers. We 
have !'J(E) = E, but it is easy to see that Eu {I} is not the ordinary-ditTorence set of any 
set. Similarly we have !'Jo(E)=E. 

11teoreml. There is no set A such that !'Jo(A)=Eu{I}. 

Another consequence ofthe filter property is that the union oftwo infinite-difference 
sets of sets of positive upper density is also an infinite-ditTerence !let of a set of positive 
upper density. The analogous assertion does not hold for ordina,y-difference sets. Take 
A = {O, 1,11,21,31, ., .} and B= {O, 3,13,23,33, ... }. Then !'J(A)u!'J(B) = {clc=:0, lor 
3 (mod 10)} but this is not an ordinary-difference set. Howevof-, it is true that the union 
of any two density-ditTerence sets is a ditTerence set. 

'I1leoreIB 3. If A and B are subsets of No. then there exists a set Cs;;;No such that 
!'Jo(C) =!'J o(A)u!'Jo(B). 

A further consequence of the filter property i3 that the intersection of two infinite
difference sets associated with sets of positive upper density is also an infinite-ditTerence 
set of a set of positive upper density. While the corresponding assertion does not hold 
for ordinary-ditTerence sets (see [4]), it does hold for density-ditTerence sets. 

Tileon. 4. If A and B are subsets of No, then there exists a set Cs;;;No such that 
!'Jo(C)=!'Jo(A)n!'Jo(B). Moreover, d(C[d])~a(A[d])' a(B[d]) for every de No. 

On taking d=O we obtain a(C)~il(A) ·a(B). Hence, by Theorem 1 with C=A and 
some simple arguments, there exists a set C' su"Ch that 

So, by repeated application of Theorem 4, we find that for any sets AI' A 2 , ••• , Ah S;;; No, 

(1) 
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In [4] we showed that this inequality cannot be improved. Inequality (1) is an 
improvement of [4] Theorem 1 and it was proved recently by Y. KATZNELSON and by I. 
Z. RUZSA [3]. It follows from Theorem 4 that there even exists a set C with il(C) 

" " ~ n a(Aj) such that !')o(C) = n f}o(Aj). 
j=1 j=1 
Up to now no simple characterization of any of the three sets of difference sets 

associated with sets of positive upper density has been found. Our last result, by 
contrast, demonstrates that if we iterate the operation of taking the ordinary-difference 
set; a simple stable set occurs after relatively few steps. Put !')1(A) = !,)(A) and 
!')iA)=!,)(!,)1:-1(A» for k=2, 3, .... 

11Ieonm 5. Let A have positive upper density B. Then there exists an integer k with 
1 ~ k~ B- 1 such that !')r(A) = {jk }J=o for all integers r with r> 2[(1og B- 1 )/1og 2]. 

The example of the set of integers A, with A, = {a == 0 or 1 (mod I)} shows tl~at.the 
lower bound for r cannot be replaced by [(log B- 1 )/1og 2]. We wonder whether the 
assertion of Theorem 5 remains valid if we replace the last inequality by 
r>[(log B- 1)/10g 2] + 1. 

2. Proof of Theorem 1 

Put B=a(A) and let n EN. Note that we may assume that Bis positive, since otherwise 
the theorem plainly holds. We prove first that there exists a set 

R = {rj}i=1 !;;No 

with positive upper density such that 

IA - rAI: ~ Bk for k = 1, ... , nand .i = 1, 2, .... 

Suppose this statement is false. Put 

Note that B' < B and that for every m except for a set M*!;; No of density zero we have 
IA-mlk.~B'k". for some k", with 1 ~k",~h. Put k",= 1 if me M*. Define the set M 
inductively by m1 = 1, mj+1 =mj+k ... for j= 1,2, .... Let x E N and define J by the 
• • • J 
mequahttes mJ~x<mJ+l' It follows that 

Since a(M*) =0, it follows that i1(A)~B', which is a contradiction. 
Let {rtl} J= 1 be a set of positive upper density such that IA - r}nlll: ~ ek for k = 1,2, ... , 

nandj= 1,2, .... Denote {O, 1, ... , n-l} by (t. We consider the sets (A -r}n~nn. By the 
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pigeon hole principle there exists a subset {s}nl}f= 1 of {r}nl}f=1 of positive upper density 
such that (A - s}n~nfi is the same set Slnl for every j. We obtain in this way a set slnl, for 
every positive integer n, such that for k = 1, 2, ... , n the number of elements less than k is 
at least ek. We now construct the set B by induction. Suppose Bnfi has been 
constructed in such a way that there are infinitely many integers v with Sly1nfi = Bnfi. 
We put nEB if and only if there are infinitely many integers Vi among these inte~rs v 
with n E SIY'I. It follows that there are infinitely many integers v with Sly1nn + 1 = ...-.... . 
= B nn + 1. By construCtion, for some v> n, 

Thus 4(B)~e=a(A). 
Let dE !'J(B). Then n E B[d] for some n and hence n E S(v)[d] for some integer v. 

Therefore n + s}YI E A and n + d + s}YI E A for a set {s}YI} of positive upper density. Thus 
dE !'Jo(A). This completes the proof. 

Note that we have even proved that the Schnirelmann density of B + 1 is at least e, 
since IBln~en for every positive integer n. 

1. Proof of TheorelD 1 

Suppose that A is a set for which 1 is an element of !'Jo(A). Thus a(A[l])=e>O. 
We shall show that !'Jo(A) contains an odd integer less than 8e -1 + 1 and larger than 1. 
This will establish the result. Let a1, a2' ... be the elements of A[I] in increasing order. 
We have liminfaj/j=e- 1. Hence there exist infinitely many integers aN for which 

j ..... 00 

aN+,jN<2e- 1. Now since 

1 N 2aN+2 4 
- '" (a'+2 -a·) :S -- < -N L. } } - N ' 

j= 1 e 

at least one half of the integers aj with j~ N satisfy aj+2 -aj<8e- 1. Thus aj+2 -aj=d 
for some integer d with 1 <.d <8e- 1 for a set of integers aj of positive upper density. 
Since aj+2 + 1 E A for every j, both d and d + 1 are in !'Jo(A) and thus there is an odd 
integer different from 1 in !'Jo(A) as required. 

4. Proof of TheorelD 3 

We may assume that the upper density of both A and B is positive. Define C by j E C. 
if and only if 

{ 
j-22iEA for 22i~j<22i+1, 

j"- 22,+ 1 E B for 22i + 1~.i <22i +2 , 
i=O, 1,2, .... 
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Suppose that n is a positive integer such that lAin> nd(A)/2. Take i such that 
22i-2~n<22i. Then 

Thus a(C)~d(A)/16>0. 
Let d e ~o(A). Let e>O be such that IA[d]ln-d>en for infinitely toany.n. For such an 

n define the integer i by 22i-2~n<22i. Then 

Hence, de~o(C). Thus ~o(A)!;~o(C). Similarly, ~o(B)!;~o(C). 
Finally, suppose d ¢ ~o(A)u~o(B). Let 0 < e < 1. Take n( so large that both 

IA[d]ln<en and IB[d] In <en for n ~no. Let nand i be integers with 22i >n ~22i-2 ~no. 
Then 

i-I i-I 
IC[d]ln ~ L IA[d]b2) + L IB[d]b2J+ ,+ 2id ~ 

j=O j=O 

i-I i-I 
~ e L 22j + e L 22j + I + c + 2id , 

j=O j=O 

where c is some constant. Hence, 

. log4n 
1C[d]ln~e· 22• +c+ 2id~4en +c+d log 2 . 

Thus a(C[d])~4e. Since e was arbitrary, d ¢ ~o(C). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

5. Proof of Theorem 4 

For any positive integer n we denote the set {O, 1, ... , n -1} by n. Let K, A. e No with 
K> A.>O. Put r= [log A.] and U =(K+ A.)(A.+ r). We define a subset S = Sd ofu such that 

(2) IS[d]1 = IA[d]IK-d ·IB[d]I"-d 

for every de!. Namely, ifx=n(A. +r)+j with n e K+A,j e A.+r, then xeS if and only if 
j e «An,,) - n + A. -1)nBnl In ~e next paragra~ we show that (2) holds .. 

Assume de!, aeA[d]nK-d, beB[d]nA.-d. Then a,a+deAnK and b, 
b+d e Bnl Put n=a-b+A.-1.1t follows that n(A.+r)+b e Sand n(A.+r)+b+d e S. 

45 
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Hence n(A. + r) + be SEd]. Since different pairs a, b lead to different numbers n(A. + r) + b, 
this proves that 

. ---..---.. 
On the other hand, assume n(.A. + r) +.i e SEd] with n e K + A,.i e A. + r, de t. Then both 
n(A. + r)+.i and n(A. + r) +.i + d belong to S. Hence .i < A., j + d < A. + r and it follows 
that j+d<A.. Further we have j,j+de(AnK)-n+A.-l and j,;+deB. Put a= . ---.. 
=j+n-A.+l. We now also have a,a+deAnK. Thus aeA[d]nK-d and ---.. 

j e B[d]nA.-d. Since different numbers n(A.+r)+j e SEd] lead to different pairs a,j, we 
have proved that 

IS[d]1 ~ IA[d]IK-d ·IB[d]I)'-d. 

This completes the proof of (2). 
Put cxd=J(A[d]) and Pd=J(B[d]) for de No. In particular CXo =J(A), Po =J(B). Let 

{k}d)} j: I and {l}d)} j: I be strictly increasing sequences of positive integers such that 

(3) IA[d]lk~)_d ~ (1 -D k}dlcxd and IB[d]I'ld)_d ~ (1 -D l}d)Pd 

for j= 1, 2, 3, .... Next we define two sequences {K(h)}h'=o and {A.(h)}f=o by induction. 
Put K(O)=kfl, A.(O)=l\Ol. If h=m2 +d with meN, 0~d~2m, then A.(h) is a term of 
{1}dJ}j:m and K(h) is a term of {k}d)}j:m chosen in such a way that for h= 1,2, ... 

h-I 

(4) A.(h»A.(h-1) and K(h»h{A.(h)+ L (K(j)+A.(j»(A.(j)+logA.(j)}. 
j=O 

Hence {K(h)}h'=o and {A.(h)}h'=o are strictly increasing sequences of positive integers. Put 
rU)= [log A.(j)] and a(j)=(K(j) + A.(j» (A.U)+ r(j» for j =0, 1,2, ... and M( -1)=0 and 

h 

M(h)= L (1j for h =0, 1, 2, .... We define C by 
j=o 

---.. 
(5) (C-M(h-1»n(1(h)=SK(h~A(hl 

for h=O, 1,2, .... 
We prove first that 

J(C[d]) ~J(A[d])· J(B[d]) 

for deNo. We observe that, by (5), (2) and (3), for 0~d~r(ni2), 

'IC[d]IM(m'+d)~ ISK(m' +4A(m' +,Jd] I = 

= IA[d]lK(m'+dl-d ·IB[d]IA(m'+d)-d~ 

~(1 - ~) K(m2 +d)CXd· (1 - ~) A.(m2 +d)Pd. 
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On the other hand, by (4) 

m2 +d 1 
M(m2 +d)= L aU)~a(m2 +d) + - K(m2 +d)~ 

m j=o 

Thus 

( 1)2{( 1)( log A(m2 +d») 1}-1 
d(C[d]) ~ 1 - ;;; 1 + ;;; 1 + A.(m2 +d) + ;;; (1.dfJd· 

Ifm-+oo, then A(m2 +d)-+oo. Hence, for any deNo, 

Consequently, !IIo(A)n!llo(B) s;!IIo(C). 
The proof ofthe theorem will be complete after we show that !II o( C) s;!II o( A )n!ll o(B). 

Fix some positive integer d with d ¢ !IIo(A)n!llo(B). Let n e N. Take m and y such that 

(6) n=M(m-1)+y and yea(m). 

It follows that 

m-l 
(7) IC[dJln ~ L IS~i~A(i{d]1 + IS,qml. Alm{dJ Iy-

j=O 

Choose jo such that t(j)~d for j~o. We have, by (2), for.i~.io, 

(8) ISK1i~AljI[dJI ~ IA[dJI K1iI -d ·IB[dJIAljI_d· 

Let e be any positive number. Let c be a constant such that 

(9) IA[dJln<en+c for every neN 

if d ¢ !IIo(A), and such that 

(10) IB[dJln<sn+c forevery neN 

if d ¢ !IIo(B). Then 

(11) 

45* 

IA[dJ I K1i)IB[dJ I Alj) < max {eK(j)+c)A.U), K(j)(eA.(j)+c)} ~ 

~ eK(j)A.(j) + c( K(j) + AU» . 
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On combining (8) and (11) we obtain 

m-l m-l m-l 

(12) 
j=O j=O j=O 

jo 

where Cl is some constant larger than L IS"'i),A.u{d]I, 
j=O 

From now on we assume that m'?jo' Put y=(t-l)(A(m)+t(m))+u with O~u< 
<A.(m)+ t(m). If (10) holds, then, by the construction of S",i., 

(13) 

~(t -1) (eA(m)+c)+eu +c~ey+ tc~ey+(c +e) C(m) + 1). 

If (9) holds, then, by the construction of SK,i., 

t 

(14) IS",m),~m)[d]ly~ L I(A+A(m)-j)[d]I)~m)' 
j= 1 

The elements of ( A + A.(m) - j)[d] correspond to elements of A[d].1f an element a E A[d] 
/'0" 

induces an element of (A + A(m) - j)[d]nA(m), then - A(m) +j ~ a <j ~ t. A fixed number 
a is counted therefore at most min (t, A(m)) times in the sum, Hence, by (9), 

t 

(15) L I(A + A(m) - j)[d]l.l.(m)~ min (t, A.(m»IA[d] It ~ min (t, A(m)) (et + c) . 
j= 1 

On combining (14) and (15) we obtain 

(16) 
IS",m), ~m{d]ly~ min (t, A(m)) (e(t -1) + e + c) ~ 

~ey+(c+e)t~ey+(c+e) C~) + 1). 
From the inequalities (7), (12), (13) and (16), we find for m ~jo, 

1C[d]ln~e(y + m~l K(i)A(i)) + C m~l (KU)+AU))+Cl +(c+e)(~) + 1). 
j=O j=O A(m 

Hence, by (6) and (4), 

IC[d]ln~en+3cK(m-·1)+cl +(c+e) C(:) + 1). 
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If n-+ 00, then m-+ 00 and A(m)-+ 00. Therefore, since n ~ K(m -1)A(m -1), 

- {3C Ct (1 I)} d(C[djt~ lim e+ +-+(c+e) -+- =e. 
" .... 00 A(m-l) n A(m) n 
m .... 00 

Since e was arbitrary, a(C[d]) = 0 for every number d ¢ ~o(A)n~o(B). Thus 
~o(C)C;;;~o(A)n~o(B). This completes the proof of the theorem. 

6. Proof of Theorem 5 

We remark that if ~r(A)=~r+l(A) then in fact ~r(A)=~s(A) for all s~r. We also 
note that if 0 E A then A c;;;~(A) and thus ~(A)c;;; ~Z(A) C;;; •••• We shall prove first that 
if ~(A):f~z(A):f ... :f~r(A), then r~2[(log e- 1)/log 2] + 1. 

Accordingly, let I be an integer which is in ~Z(A) but not in ~(A). We may then write 

(17) 

where ai' az, a3, a4 are integers from A with at > az and a3 ~ a4' On replacing at in the 
expression of(17) by any x from A which is larger than at we again find a number which 
is in ~Z(A). Thus (A - al) + I C;;; ~z(A). Plainly ~Z(A) also contains the set A - at. The 
sets (A - al)+ I and A - al are disjoint, since I is not in ~(A). Thus a(~Z(A»~ ~a(A). We 
may repeat the above argument with A replaced by ~/-z(A) and I replaced by an 
integer which is in ~/(A) but not in ~/-t(A), for any integer t with 
2<t~r. 

We then find that a(~/(A»~2d(~/-z(A». In particular, 

for s= [r/2]. Since the upper density of~zS(A) is at most 1, we have s ~ [(log e-t)/log 2] 
and therefore r ~ 2[(log e -1 )/log 2] + 1 as was asserted previously. 

Thus ~s(A)=~r(A)' for all s ~ r whenever r> 2[(log e- 1 )/log 2]. Put kNo = {kt }/'";o . 
Plainly if ~r(A) = kNo then 1 ~ k ~ e - 1, since a(~r(A» ~ e for r ~ 1. Therefore to 
conclude the proof if suffices to show that if A = ~(A) then A = kNo. Obviously 0 E A, so 
we may write A = {O, at, az, ... } with O<at <az < .... Assume A :fatNO and letj be 
the first index for which aj:f jat. Then the difference aj-at is in ~(A) but not in A 
contradicting the assumption that A = ~(A). Therefore A = atNO as required. This 
completes the proof. 
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